
PHARMACY SERVICE IMPROVEMENT AT CVS ANALYSIS

Current Paradigm â€“ We are making money. Revenue $24 Billion $16 Billion from Pharmacy; Pharmacy is the Cash
Cow; Why change?.

Customers could lose track of how many refills were allowed, however, and drop off an ineligible script.
Long-term plan: described in the long-term plan for issue 1 with the same pros and cons. Pharmacists would
clear that kind of hard stop after a careful review. As Betses explained: The system checks each script against
all others for that patient dispensed over the last 12 months. Team members also realized, however, that any
changes they made could not compromise customer safety. Cases are not intended to serve as endorsements,
sources of primary data, or illustrations of effective or ineffective management. The insurance check verified
that a script followed all of these rules. Quality Assurance After production, a pharmacist reviewed each script
to make sure that it contained exactly the right drugs in the right quantities and that all other details were
correct. It is also one of the largest Pharmacy Retail Chains in the country and operates more than 7, stores
domestically. Clerks might also ask for best number and time to reach customer in case of a problem, which
would be a change from the past. Seven percent of scripts encountered partial or complete stock shortages of
the required medicine. Anecdotes from both customers and employees indicated that many locations had
serious problems with customer service. In the great majority of cases the pharmacist did not need to involve
the customer when reviewing the DUR. Insurance check is now done with customer present. Person at DE
cannot read tech handwriting? Some errors of this type could be resolved by the data-entry technician alone;
others required a phone call to the customer. Virtual queue tells techs and pharmacist what prescriptions to
work on filling next. Hand me that whiteboard eraser and pen. This can be overcome by convincing them that
more number of customers can be attracted through this IT enabled system. Everyoneâ€”not just the
pharmacistsâ€”is a fanatic about making sure we fill prescriptions accurately and watch out for the health of
our customers. The four men cleared off enough space to sit down around a table. As the information was
sometimes incorrectly recorded due to written scripts, a DUR hard stop was generated and pharmacy
employees had to call doctors to solve the problem, which could take extra time to process while the
customers did not expect or were even not aware of it. So the DUR for script A could generate a hard stop
because of the possibility of a drug-drug interaction with script B, which was a day course of antibiotics
prescribed eight months ago. Flum looked at Betses. This system stored refill requests until 1. The DUR
generates a hard stop, and the pharmacist needs to call the doctor to resolve the potential problem.


